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------------------- OgreOggSound is a very easy way to add 2D or 3D audio to your OGRE applications.
Currently the sound engine is designed to be used with the OGRE3D engine but the engine itself can
also be used with the OGRE2D engine. It is possible to load a sound into a OGRE scene that plays as
a 3D sound. The application can be controlled through a simple XML based configuration file that
can be loaded by the application on startup. This file defines both the sound configuration and the
resources that the application will load. The resources can either be defined as openAL resources or
just pure file paths to the sound files. The application has support for both. The application is very
flexible and supports static and multi-threaded audio streaming using Poco threads. It is also
possible to play a 3D sound in OGRE by defining a sound as a simple sound asset. This sound is not
loaded into OGRE and the application plays the sound outside of the application. When the
application is paused or closed the sound will also be unloaded and the system audio will be played
in its place. Features ----------- * OGG / WAV support * Static and dynamic 3D sounds * OGRE3D and
OGRE2D support * Can be used with Ogre::SoundAsset * Uses Poco::Threads * Can be loaded by a
simple XML file * Can be controlled with a simple XML file * Supports multi-threading * Support for
multi-threaded audio streaming * Support for looping * Support for changing the volume * Support
for fade in/out * Support for mute/unmute * Stream to the fullscreen * Can load from resource paths
and openAL resources * Load multiple files * Single threaded or multi-threaded * Support for
multiple different sounds * Support for playing a sound multiple times * Support for automatically
changing the channel count of an already playing sound * Support for playing the system audio in
place of a sound when the sound is paused * Support for playing the system audio in place of a
sound when the application is closed * Support for playing the sound from several system audio files
* Support for using an external player application * Can be used to detect audio files from other
applications * Support for dynamic audio streaming OgreOggSound is designed as a wrapper around
OpenAL that allows you to quickly add 2D
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- Simple API for writing audio-ready OGRE applications. - Supports both 2D and 3D audio. - Supports
multiple sound buffers in case the engine is running on a system with very little RAM. - Uses POCO
threads for improved performance. OgreOggSound Website: OgreOggSound Download:
OgreOggSound License: OgreOggSound is distributed under the MIT License ( OgreOggSound
Support: To submit a support request, e-mail. Please include information about your OGRE and
OgreOggSound configurations, and error messages that you get. OgreOggSound Credits:
OgreOggSound was created using Ogre 1.6.2 and OpenAL 1.0.x. OgreOggSound is maintained by
Steven Martino. XWalk X3D - a lightweight, drop-in C++ component framework for embedding X3D
content into Web sites. XWalk is free and open-source and designed for easy 3D application
development. It allows developers to drop their 3D content into a Web page using only HTML5,
CSS3 and JavaScript. The XWalk project is hosted on GitHub. XWalker - is a cross-platform 3D GUI
application that allows to view and interact with 3D models on Windows, Mac OS X and Linux.
XWalker allows developers to view and manipulate 3D models with only HTML5, CSS3 and
JavaScript. The XWalker project is hosted on GitHub. X3D SDK - is a collection of tools to create,
publish, update, and manage X3D content. It is developed by the Autodesk Technical Software
division and is cross-platform and available in C++, C#, Java, JavaScript, and OpenDocument for
X3D. 3D Slicer - is a tool for interactive exploration of biomedical imaging data developed by the
Medical Imaging Interaction Toolkit (MITK) and the Center for Biomedical Imaging Science
(CIBMIS). The interface of 3D Slicer is written in Java and runs on all major operating systems and
in several web browsers.
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OgreOggSound is designed as a wrapper around OpenAL that allows you to quickly add 2D or 3D
audio to the applications you want. The application supports OGG / WAV formats and is designed to
integrate into OGRE applications. It has Static and multi-threaded stream support using BOOST /
POCO threads. OgreOggSound Dependencies: OgreOggSound requires OpenAL 1.1.8 or higher
Boost 1.47 or higher Poco 1.1.4 or higher License: Copyright (c) 2016-2017 Lylian Chalas. All rights
reserved. OgreOggSound Requirements: OgreOggSound requires: Visual Studio C++ 2010 or higher
Poco 1.1.4 or higher Boost 1.47 or higher OpenAL 1.1.8 or higher Source Code: The source code is
available on the following links: Not really, what you have been given is a static library and this can
be referenced as below by ogre for example: #include "OgreOggSound.h" #include
"OgreSingleton.h" #include "BinaryReader.h" You will still have to include the header files for
OpenAL and the others, but this is a simple and quick way to add this to your project. I'd rather
recommend you use PocoOgg or PocoOggSound, depending on whether you are looking to develop
audio playback functionality using OpenAL for your application. There is another thread discussing
this issue and it seems like it is a bug with Ogre and OpenAL, however, there is also a ticket logged:
I don't know if this is valid information to rely on since it is so old, and no one has responded to the
ticket yet. You could always try integrating PocoOgg into your application and it should work. If not,
then you might want to try PocoOggSound. If it doesn't work, it is because your project does not
have the proper libraries included in it. EDIT: As of Ogre 1.12, ogre now has the OgreOggSound
wrapper module included in the game. You would need to ensure that your Ogre library has the
following installed: Any comments are greatly appreciated. If there are any errors, please let me
know! I am fairly new to C++, but I'm quite the expert at lua programming, and I love to try to
implement different things into OpenAL for everyone. 0 paul Moderator



System Requirements:

Minimum System Requirements: Windows 7 or later Processor: 1.6 GHz or faster Memory: 2 GB
RAM Hard Disk: 2 GB of space Graphics: DirectX 9.0 Compatible with 32 bit and 64 bit Windows
operating system DVD-RW or CD-RW drive Internet Connection Mac OS X 10.4 or later Graphics:
OpenGL 2 compatible DVD-RW
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